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This episode of INSPIRATIONAL features a “True Story” from the life of Ms. Amna 

Hussain (Career Coach, Career Counsellor, Career Development Consultant, Resume 

Writer, HR Professional) 

 

“My family is the ideal blessing, glorious beings in my life. I am Amna Hussain, by character 

a very thoughtful and courageous personality now. You read right? Now! More courageous to 

win challenges myself. It kicks off when I was in my college days, and everything went black 

out in life and there was no sign of my career and living ahead. I had super dreams to 

accomplish that time, but people became one of the biggest barriers. YES! Can you imagine a 

human turning out to be an obstacle of someone’s life, breaking down to the lowest and giving 

such wounds by the cold-hearted actions? I was combatting between my studies and dreams to 

accomplish with the rough on goings…What happened next was truly incredible miracles in 

life. 

 

With all the falls, I attained my master’s degree in Human Resources & started working at a 

software house as a HR trainee, but something was missing away which was inside - my calling 

of empowerment, at workplace and somehow personally. Though my family supported by all 

means morally & spiritually, but the corporate world beginning was scary, very toxic, and 
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extremely diplomatic. I was all lost and trying to understand how I can compete in this 

business-related world of hypocritical people far and wide. How can I adapt? Really, should I 

have to be that dogmatic? These were the questions in the mind day and night. I started 

exploring more about my personality and beliefs. As a curious one, time to time, I leapt more 

observing process of Universe very keenly by the age. I went into silence to ask myself, “What 

I insanely want to achieve in my life & career? What I am passionate about? Can I handle 

people judgments and drama?” 

However, I researched, talked to few of my well-wishers, sigh! Well-wishers are always rare 

ones, right? But same time kept calm and continued discovering myself…deep inside, calling 

was loud! YES, I can achieve and will…  

 

It was exhilarating, when I travelled to Dubai, in 2013. How to search for a job in UAE? This 

was a big game for the first time. As a matter of fact, I didn’t know anything about job search 

and job market. It was Ramadan and peak summers. I heard a lot of negative pointers about 

the job market in that season. Only few of them said it’s OK, you can do it! Because nothing is 

IMPOSSIBLE.  

 But fact known that I didn’t know how to write a compelling ATS - Application Tracking 

System responsive resume, how to connect with recruiters at LinkedIn? Where to apply resume 

rightly? What companies to reach out? How to hit the target of my goals? Self-Branding? What 

is this? I laughed, nothing… I didn’t know at all. I learned, experimented, roared, practiced, 

and succeeded with results. 

I faithfully and roughly did everything by my own that was really tough, yeah. I travelled from 

one station to another by mistake, whole hot day, there were many bloopers, flaws, craziness, 

but said to myself daily – “I learned today. I didn’t give up! In fact, I got some enchanting 

memories of attractive city Dubai.” 

Eventually, achieved my first job ever, on merit in abroad Human Resources Department of 

local authority, yay! That was a celebrating glow of my life but… in those three months of visit 

to UAE I learned and experienced a lot and a lot is not enough here because I purposely witness 

how processes of specific new country works? Culture, cuisine, places, work style, walk and 

talks and most important People. In the prospects of flashes, I kept on saying myself – “Yes! 

You can do it, one more step ahead and you are there.” 

I met some finest people who believed in my capabilities that you I achieve. It kept on my spirits 

high; it was again a moment to cherish when someone appreciates you. As time soared, I 
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learned further about country UAE, women empowerment and to my surprise started 

networking with colleagues at workplace, career mentoring to peers and jobseekers, leading 

career workshops for whom I met at work recess and communities. Again, a new moment to 

high five myself! 

In life, there is always a phenomena to grow, move, and embrace the substance to change. I 

like transformations which breeds within yourself. I welcome fresh changes in my life. Who 

doesn’t? So, I launched entrepreneurship model named elitecareersparkTM - consultancy 

services by Amna Hussain, to provide 1:1 grand mentoring program, group counselling to 

graduates, industry experts, mindset coaching and career clarity for job seekers considering 

that where you want to go originates from Self Exploration which is vital for each individual. 

Above all, I vote to coach for passionate individuals who want to illustrate their 

EliteCareerSpark, exclusively females who face fears and convictions in the corporate world.  

A Piece of Frame to Learn From: 
How did it start? 

Meaning of the name is peace. Born and raised in a family of educated people that’s a precious 

blessing, but not such family who can imagine their girl can travel abroad, live, work and 

achieve. I grew up with many fears inside and outside of this world of judgments in 

recklessness.  

How it is going on?  

Today, a daring individual, Gold Medalist in MBA.HR, Award Winner Career Counsellor, 

Founder @ elitecareersparkTM, with close to 10,000+ followers across LinkedIn. My purpose 

is to help people gain career clarity, become fearless & get their Spark. Started my YouTube 

Channel in the phase where world was in chaos, hosted 100+ shows, collaborated at various 

platforms and organization for public speaking on the topics of career advisory, growth 

mindset, professional networking and personal branding mindfulness. Travelled & explored, 

big continents of the world. Alhamdulillah! 

Live fearlessly, YOU live this life once, only! Do what you love  

Conquered already? You are there! Believe in Yourself – Amna Hussain ” 
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